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Abstract—In view of the limited storage and computing power
of the client and the high delay of interaction with the cloud
platform in public key searchable encryption, a new public key
searchable encryption scheme SE-EPOMFC based on edge cloud
network is proposed. The scheme adopts a multi cloud multi edge
node architecture. By delegating the task of generating searchable
ciphertext, trapdoor and general keyword set from the client to
the edge node, the storage and computing overhead of the client
is reduced. The edge network caches the frequently searched
hot data, and the client can search on the edge network, so
as to reduce the traffic load of the backbone network. At the
same time, the response speed of the system is improved. A
filtering algorithm based on partial homomorphic encryption is
designed to filter completely mismatched tasks, which reduces the
communication overhead between distributed systems and saves
storage space for cloud services. The filtering algorithm can be
calculated in the ciphertext state, which proves that it is safe
under the collusion attack of semi trusted edge cloud nodes. In
addition, the distributed two trapdoor public key cryptosystem
is used to divide the keys for multiple nodes. Through the subset
decisionmaking mechanism, the relationship between keywords
is represented by binary strings to realize the search of multiple
keywords. The simulation results show that the communication
time of se-epomfc is saved by 25.46% in the case of task set
matching degree II and 62.21% in the case of task set matching
degree I.

Index Terms—Distributed Search;Public Key Encryption with
Keyword Search; Small Client; Edge Cloud

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the emergence of cloud computing, cloud storage
has become one of the effective ways for enterprises and
individuals to store data with its unique storage advantages.
Cloud computing faces serious privacy and security issues [1].
Therefore, data holders often encrypt sensitive data before
outsourcing it to the cloud to protect privacy. When the data
size is small, the user can download the entire encrypted data
to the local computer and decrypt it, but in the increasingly
popular big data applications, using this method incurs huge
time and bandwidth costs in obtaining the required information

[2]. The introduction of searchable encryption technology ad-
dresses the need to search data on ciphertexts. In 2004, Boneh
et al. [3] proposed a public key-based searchable encryption
scheme (Public Key Encryption with Keyword Search, PEKS),
and first proposed the concept of multi-user search. However,
PEKS has a large computational cost for ciphertext retrieval
in a multi-user environment. That is, for the same data to
be shared with different users, multiple searchable ciphertexts
must be generated for the same data to match search trapdoors
from different users, and the data holder hopes that for the
same data, only one searchable ciphertext is required. It can
meet the needs of different users. Similarly, for the requirement
of multiple keywords, PEKS needs to run an algorithm to
generate searchable ciphertext for each keyword. The data
holder hopes that for a query composed of multiple keywords,
the algorithm only needs to be run once. The literature
[3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,19,20,21,22,24,29] studies public key search-
able encryption in multi-user, multi-data holder, multi-user The
development of three functional requirements for keywords.
However, the above PEKS scheme cannot resist Keyword
Guessing Attack (Keyword Guess Attack, KGA). The main
reason is that the keyword space is much smaller than the
ciphertext space. In the actual search process, malicious users
usually choose some frequently used hot words to search.
Therefore, literature [14–19,24] studied KGA. In particular,
the scheme [24] uses a common keyword set to convert
multiple keywords into a fixed-length bit string while resisting
KGA, and the size of the searchable ciphertext or trapdoor is
constant, and supports multiple keywords Ciphertext search.
However, due to the huge number of keywords in the general
keyword set, the storage and computing overhead occupied
by multiple users and multiple data holders is still not a
small waste. Edge computing is a new distributed computing
mode. With the help of edge nodes, users can compute
and store resources closer to the physical location, which
has the advantage of stronger real-time performance and is
suitable for multi-user scenarios such as the Internet of Things
[11]. Therefore, the introduction of the new technology of



edge computing can effectively solve the waste of complex
computing and storage resources on the client side.

II. CONTRIBUTION

In this paper, a SE-EPOMFC scheme is proposed, and a
filtering algorithm is designed to reduce the system overhead.

A. Edge Compute

Edge nodes are introduced, and the client’s computing
tasks, storage tasks, and general keyword sets are delegated
to edge nodes, which achieves weaker client-side storage
and computing costs. Computing and storage on the side
close to the user not only solves the problem of lack of
client computing and storage resources, but also because the
geographical distance between the edge node and the cloud
is closer, the communication overhead caused by the cloud
obtaining user search requests will also be significant. reduce.

B. Filtering

Using three techniques: Distributed Two-Trapdoor Public-
Key Cryptosystem (DT-PKC), subset decision-making mech-
anism, and partially homomorphic encryption, we design a
distributed pre-search filtering search task. The whole process
is calculated under the ciphertext to ensure user privacy, and
can reduce the overall communication overhead of distributed
search when there are many meaningless tasks in the task set.

C. Evaluation

The simulation experiment evaluates the communication
overhead of this scheme SE-EPOMFC and the scheme [24],
as well as the storage and computing overhead of the client.
The experimental results show that the scheme SE-EPOMFC
saves 25.46% in communication time under the condition of
task set matching degree II, and 62.21% in the case of task
set matching degree I.

III. RELATED WORKS

In 2000, Song et al. [13] proposed the first symmetric
searchable encryption scheme (Symmetric Searchable Encryp-
tion, SSE).

Although SSE has the advantages of small computation and
high speed, both parties of communication use the same key,
and the security is weaker than asymmetric encryption using
key pairs.

Especially under the conditions of multiple users and multi-
ple data holders, each pair of communicating parties needs to
maintain a unique key, and there is a serious key management
problem. The scheme of Wang et al.[29] supports multi-
keyword queries, and the scheme of Hwang et al.[19] can
prevent both internal and external KGA, but both only support
single user, single data holder. In 2004, Boneh et al. [3]
proposed the first public key searchable encryption scheme
PEKS, which supports single user and multiple data holders.
In the same year, Waters et al. [4] proposed a new scheme
to construct encrypted audit logs. Golle et al. [5] proposed a
searchable encryption scheme based on connected keywords,

which can satisfy the search of multiple keywords at the same
time, but the search trapdoor is too complicated.

For the needs of multi-user and single data holder, in
2006, Curtmola et al. [6] proposed a Naor-based broadcast
encryption technology, but this scheme has a huge overhead
of key revocation. In 2016, Sun et al. [20] utilized the
combination of Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption
(CP-ABE) and cross-tag to achieve multi-user access. In 2018,
Wu et al. [22] proposed a verifiable PEKS scheme based on
homomorphic encryption in a multi-user environment. With
the development of scenarios such as the Internet of Things,
it is becoming more and more important to design a searchable
encryption mode that satisfies multiple users and multiple data
holders. In 2008, Wang et al. [7] designed a trapdoor privacy-
preserving keyword search, combined with the Shamir secret
sharing algorithm and identity-based encryption to construct
the first solution to meet the needs. In addition, Park et al. [8]
constructed Searchable Keyword-Based Encryption (SKBE)
using a proxy re-encryption technique. Both scenarios require
a trusted key management server. Liu et al. [24] proposed the
SE-EPOM scheme, which can satisfy multiple data holders,
multi-user storage and search at the same time, and is suitable
for multi-user scenarios of large companies. Huang et al. [24]
constructed a PEKS scheme PE-MKS with multi-keyword
search, but without support for constant-size search trapdoors,
searchable ciphertexts, and their size is linear with the number
of keywords.

For existing public key searchable encryption schemes, the
construction mainly relies on bilinear pairings. However, the
calculation of PEKS on the client side is more complicated
[23]. Therefore, a common idea for designing lightweight
PEKS schemes is to replace expensive bilinear pairings with
certain operations. The literature [19,24] utilizes various cryp-
tographic systems designed to ensure security.

We can also design an online and offline encryption like
the scheme proposed by Liu et al. [25], dividing the complete
process into two parts, and the offline part can be pre-
computed, thus reducing the complex encryption overhead.
With the rise of edge computing, edge nodes are often used
to offload the pressure from clients or cloud centers. Wang
et al.[12] proposed a lightweight PEKS scheme based on the
industrial IoT environment, which delegates complex tasks to
edge nodes and eliminates the heavy burden of most schemes
due to bilinear pairing operations. computational cost.

PEKS faces the inherent problem of KGA. Chen et al.
[14] proposed a new server-assisted PEKS scheme, SA-PEKS.
Using an auxiliary server as an intermediary, data holders
and users must authenticate their identity to the Keyword
Server (KS) and run an interactive protocol before generating
searchable ciphertexts and searching for trapdoors to return
searchable secrets for secondary processing. Text, trapdoor. In
this way, the searchable ciphertext, trapdoor generation process
is turned into an online way, preventing KGA of malicious
internal servers.

Chen et al. then proposed a dual-server test DS-PEKS
scheme in [15]. Similar to the design idea of [14], the front-



end server is used to preprocess and send status information,
ciphertext, and the back-end server Generate final trapdoor,
searchable ciphertext and test.

The data holder in Sun et al.’s scheme [20] gives users an
authorization key so that only authorized users can generate
trapdoors and searchable ciphertexts.

The above solutions can only prevent KGA of internal
malicious servers. Another threat faced by PEKS is that
malicious external attackers may try to eavesdrop on public
channels to obtain sensitive information.

The scheme proposed by Boneh et al. [3] uses a public
safety channel transmission trapdoor, but the safety channel is
expensive and inefficient. Baek et al. first proposed the concept
of PEKS without a secure channel in the literature [16]. In
this scheme, the private key of the storage server needs to be
entered during the test process, which cannot be obtained by
external attackers. In 2014, Huang et al. [17] proposed a secure
channel-free conjunctive keyword ciphertext retrieval scheme
SCF-PECKS. Immediately after Yang et al. [18] in 2018, they
proved that the scheme SCF-PECKS cannot achieve resistance
to KGA by enumerating three attacks.

In 2019, Hwang et al. [19] proposed a channelless secure
PEKS scheme based on the ElGamal cryptosystem, while
preventing internal and external KGA. In 2020, Liu et al.
[24] proposed a multi-keyword PEKS scheme to perform
search in a distributed system. An attacker needs to obtain the
keys of multiple servers if he wants to execute KGA, so the
scheme SE-EPOM successfully resists. Attacks from internal
and external attackers

IV. CONSTRUCTION

A. System Model

Fig. 1. System model

In the scheme SE-EPOMFC, the system consists of the
following five real entity composition: a key generation center
KGC, multiple data holders MDO, multi-user MDU, edge
node EN, cloud platform CP and CSPs that provide auxiliary
computing services. Figure 1 depicts our system system model.

1) The key generation center KGC is responsible for gen-
erating and distributing public parameters to multi-user
MDU and multi-data holder MDO, and distributes some
strong private keys to CP and CSP. In real life, it can be
held by institutions with sufficient credibility such as the
government.

2) Multi-user MDU and multi-data holder MDO rely on the
public parameters generated from KGC to generate their
own key pairs, and upload their respective public keys
and keywords to the nearest edge node, multi-data holder
MDO can Grants multi-user MDU search privileges.

3) After the edge node gets the public key and the keyword
set, it collects and stores the general keywords from the
nearby edge nodes, and integrates them together to form
the general keyword set W .

4) In order to protect the privacy of multi-user MDU and
multi-data holder MDO, edge nodes use subset decision-
making mechanism and distributed two-trapdoor public
key cryptosystem to generate corresponding searchable
trapdoor SC and search trapdoor TD. , TD and general
keyword set W are uploaded to cloud platform CP and
CSP storage.

5) Cloud platform CP, with the help of computing service
provider CSP, executes filtering algorithm and search
algorithm to generate search results.

6) Finally, the generated search results are handed over to
the multi-user MDU for decryption using the weak private
key sk.

The edge node EN needs to directly observe the common
keyword set and the keywords uploaded by users and data
holders in order to generate searchable ciphertext SC and
trapdoor TD. A man in the middle may try to masquerade
as an edge node EN to obtain sensitive keyword information.

B. Threat Model

The key generation center is assumed to be completely
trusted and honestly follow the protocol to generate public
parameters and distribute them to various entities. Cloud
platform CP and edge node EN are assumed to be semi-trusted,
that is, they will honestly follow the protocol to complete their
work, but will try to infer sensitive information from encrypted
information. Multi-User MDU and Multi-Data Holder MDO
are also semi-trusted entities that may try to eavesdrop on the
channel to obtain sensitive information.

V. SE-EPOMFC

This section first defines the notation and terminology used
in the paper in Table I, and introduces the overall workflow
and designed algorithm of SE-EPOMFC.

A. Small Client Store

SE-EPOM implements searchable ciphertexts and trapdoors
of constant size by introducing a common keyword set,
expressing multiple keywords into binary strings and then
encrypting them. But consider that when the number of
keywords in the general keyword set is large enough, the



TABLE I
NOTATIONS

Notations Meaning
W The universal keyword set
Wid All keywords contained in document with identifier id
Wt The set of keywords of MDU
WT The set of keywords of MDO
Did Document with id
SC Searchable ciphertext
TD Trapdoor
T, t The SC and TD’s decimal form
Ti, ti The SC and TD’s binary form
ENi The member of edge node group
L(·) Bit string length
J·KpkMDO Keyword ciphertext encrypted with public key
JTiKpkMDO A binary string encrypted with the MDO’s public key

local computing and storage overhead of multi-user MDU and
multi-data holder MDO will increase linearly. To solve this
problem, the task of generating searchable ciphertext SC and
searching trapdoor TD is delegated to edge nodes, and the
execution process is given by Algorithm 1.

Fig. 2. filtering

B. Task Filtering

In the actual search process, a large number of inter-
active algorithms need to be used, and the communication
is relatively complicated. In order to solve the problem of
unnecessary communication overhead caused by a large num-
ber of mismatched tasks in the communication process, a
Subset Decision Mechanism is designed based on the filtering
algorithm is used to filter tasks that do not match at all. The
scheme uses the Subset Decision Mechanism in SE-EPOM in
the search process, and uses CP and CSP to perform search
on the basis of ciphertext. However, when there are a large
number of completely mismatched encrypted binary strings in
the task set, the scheme SE-EPOM will generate redundant
communication overhead. SE-EPOMFC adds a filtering algo-
rithm in the search process, which is responsible for filtering
out binary strings that do not match completely, as shown in
Fig 2.

Only when the two binary strings do not match at all, does
the filtering algorithm take effect. To calculate the ciphertext,
only and can be used. In order to understand distinctly, the
demonstrated example is executed in plaintext, but in practice,
various complex communication protocols need to be run on

encrypted binary strings. The filtering algorithm is used to
determine whether two binary strings do not match at all.
First, when each corresponding encrypted bit is different, the
protocol will generate an encrypted binary string that all bits
are 0. Then run the protocol to accumulate all bits and finally
send the result to MDU for decryption. If the result is 0,
indicating that the two binary strings must not match at all,
remove it from the task set. Algorithm 1 shows the process of
performing filtering in the plaintext state.

Algorithm 1: Filtering in plaintext
Input: Wt,WT ,L(W) = L(WT ) = L(W⊔)
Output: Whether the task is filtered
1: Compute binary string: (Tn−1, Tn−2,...,T0),(tn−1, tn−2,...,t0)
2: Set i = 0, s = 0
3: while i < n do
4: xi = Ti − ti
5: s = s+ xi

6: end while
7: if s = 0 then
8: returen Filtering
9: else
10: returen No Filtering
11: end if

C. Concrete Scheme Construction

This section will introduce the workflow of SE-EPOMFC
in detail, which is divided into five parts. KGC generates key
pairs for each entity, EN generates SC and TD according to the
requirements of MDU and MDO, and CP and CSP perform
filtering and searching.

Algorithm 2: Ciphertext filtering
Input: JtiKpkMDU

, JT KpkMDU
, pkMDO , pkMDU , SKCP ,

SKCSP

Output: 0 or 1
1: CP run SBD protocol with CSP
2: SBD

(
JT KpkMDO

)
→

(
JTn−1KpkMDO

, . . . , JT0KpkMDO

)
3: CP run SMD and SAD protocol with CSP
4: Set Jfti−1KpkMDU

= 0
5: while i < n do
4: SMD

(
JTiKpkMDO

, JtiKpkMDU

)
→ Jfti−1KpkMDU

5: SAD
(
JftiKpkMDU

, Jfti−1KpkMDU

)
→ Jfti−1KpkMDU

6: end while
7: Let JftKpkMDU

= Jfti−1KpkMDU

8: MDU decrypts JftKpkMDU
with its weak private key skMDU

9: D
(
JftKpkMDU

)
= ft

10: if s = 0 then
11: returen Filtering
12: else
13: returen No Filtering
14: end if

1. (SK,SK1, SK2, PP ) ← Setup(k). First, the KGC
publishes the public parameter PP = {N, s}, sends
it to MDU and MDO, sends partial strong private key
SK1 = λ1SK2 = λ2 to CP and CSP, and keeps SK = λ
secret.
After the multi-user MDU and multi-data owner MDO
get the public parameter PP = {N, s}, execute KeyGen
algorithm to generate their own key pair pki, ski, key-
word set W and upload it to the edge node EN , weak
private key ski secret save.



2. JT KpkMDO
← Searchcp (W,WT , pkMDO).

Edge node EN runs Algorithm 1 to generate searchable
ciphertext JT KpkMDO

. EN collects keywords from other
edge nodes to form a general keyword set W , MDO
extracts keywords from documents to form a sub-keyword
set WT , and calculates binary strings according to the
index generation rules in Figure 2. Initialize a list whose
length is equal to the length of the general keyword set
W . If the keyword belongs to the general keyword set
W , fill the corresponding bit with 1, otherwise fill with 0.
Convert it into a decimal integer, use the Enc algorithm
to encrypt the decimal integer to obtain a searchable ci-
phertext JT KpkMDO

, and upload the generated JT KpkMDO

and general keyword set W to CP and CSP.
3. JtKpkMDU

← Trapdoor (W,Wt, pkMDU ). The edge node
EN runs Algorithm 1 to generate the search trapdoor
JtKpkMDU

. Similar to the work of generating searchable
ciphertexts, a general keyword set W , a user-interested
keyword set Wt and an encryption algorithm Enc are
required. The resulting JtKpkMDU

is uploaded to the CP
and CSP. CP and CSP are responsible for adding search
trapdoor JtKpkMDU

and searchable ciphertext JT KpkMDO

to the task set.
4. (0\1)← Filtering(JtKpkMDU

, JT KpkMDO
, pkMDU , pkMDO

, SK1, SK2). First, CP and CSP perform Algorithm 3
in [24], input JT KpkMDO

, JtKpkMDU
, pkMDO, pkMDU ,

SK1 = λ1, SK2 = λ2, CP and CSP need to run
the interactive SBD protocol, output J¬TiKpkMDO

,
JtiKpkMDU

. Secondly, as shown in the filtering algorithm
3 of this paper, input JtiKpkMDU

, JT KpkMDO
, pkMDO,

pkMDU , run the SBD protocol again to calculate
JTiKpkMDO

, and obtain two binary strings with all
bits encrypted JTiKpkMDO

, JtiKpkMDU
. In these two

substrings, the corresponding bits are multiplied by the
SMD protocol to obtain JftiKpkMDU

, and the SAD
protocol is used to accumulate each bit in JftiKpkMDU

,
and the result is recorded as JftKpkMDU

. Finally, the user
decrypts JftKpkMDU

using the weak private key. If ft ==
0, then the user returns the information that needs to be
filtered to CP and CSP; otherwise, the user returns the
information that does not need to be filtered to CP and
CSP.

5. (0\1)← Test(JtiKpkMDU
, JTiKpkMDO

, pkMDU , pkMDO

, SK1, SK2). Performing a distributed search requires
obtaining the public key pkMDU , pkMDO, CP and
CSP provide partially strong private keys SK1 = λ1,
SK2 = λ2, MDU and MDO provide filtered search
trapdoors and searchable JtiKpkMDU

, JTi. CP and CSP
continue to execute the following algorithm to complete
the remaining distributed search.

1) CP and CSP use a filtering algorithm to choose
J¬TiKpkMDO

, JtiKpkMDU
, and perform a subset decision

mechanism on the ciphertext to compute JciKpkMDU
,

JdiKpkMDU
.

2) CP and CSP extract each bit in JciKpkMDU
and multiply

to obtain JRKpkMDU
, and then add randomization seeds

to JciKpkMDU
to obtain JfiKpkMDU

. The purpose of this
step is to prevent users from inferring sensitive keyword
information after decryption.

3)
After receiving the JfiKpkMDU

, the user decrypts it with the
weak private key ski. If the result outputs 0, it means that the
trapdoor does not match the searchable ciphertext; if the result
outputs 1, it means that the trapdoor matches the searchable
ciphertext, and the user applies to the CP to obtain the relevant
document.

D. Security

Definition 1. Let f be a deterministic functionality among
parties P = (PMDO, PMDU , PCSP , PCP ) and

∏
be a pro-

tocol among P = (PMDO, PMDU , PCSP , PCP ). Futhermore,
let H = {∅}, i.e., each party P ∈ P is semi-honest non-
colluding parties. We say that

∏
-securely computes f if there

exists a set S⟩⇕ = (SimMDO, SimMDU , SimCSP , SimCP )
of PPT transformations such that for all semi-honest non-
colluding adversaries A = (AMDO, AMDU , ACSP , ACP ), for
all x ∈ 0, 2µ−1, z ∈ 0, 2µ−1 and for all parties P ∈ P ,{

REALPi

f,P,S,z(k, x)
}
k∈N

≈
{
IDEALPi

Π,P,A,z(k, x)
}
k∈N

Where S = Sim.
We will proves that according to Definition 1, the scheme

SE-EPOMFC can be safely implemented.
Proof. SimMDO receives x as input and simulates AMDO

as follows: it computes JT KpkMDO
← Enc (T, pkMDO),

returns JT KpkMDO
to AMDO and outputs AMDO’s entire

view. The view of AMDO consists of JT KpkMDO
to AMDO.

The view of AMDO in both the real world and the se-
mantic security of DT-PKC. ( See Section Theorem 1 in
[22] for details). SimCP simulates ACP as follows: it
generates encryptions of inputs

(
Jt̂KpkMDO

, JT̂ KpkMDO

)
←

Enc(T̂ , pkMDO, t̂, pkMDU ) on randomly chosen T̂ , t̂ ∈(
0, . . . , 2n−1

)
, computes ĴtKpkMDU

, ĴT KpkMDO
, J¬T̂ KpkMDO

with SMD protocol. The corresponding bits in the two en-
crypted binary strings are multiplied using the SMD protocol
to obtain Jf̂tiKpkMDU

, use the SAD protocol to accumu-
late each bit in Jf̂tiKpkMDU

, and the result is recorded as
Jf̂tKpkMDU

. (See Section VI-C Theorem 2 in [22] for details).
After SimMDO and SimCP interact, determine the filtering

task, it then generates the encryption of intermediate values
JĉiKpkMDU

, Jd̂iKpkMDU
, JR̂iKpkMDU

, Jf̂iKpkMDU
in the same way

of Proof of Theorem 3 Section VI-C in [22]. Finally, SimCP

sends all the encryption of intermediate values to ACP . If ACP

returns ⊥, then SimCP returns ⊥. The views of ACP in both
the real and the ideal world executions are indistinguishable,
guaranteed by the fact that MDO is honest and the semantic
security of DT-PKC. SimCSP simulates ACSP as follows:
it then generates the encryption of intermediate values by
computing on and encrypting rangdomly chosen numbers in
the same way of Proof of Theorem 3 Section VI-C in [22].
SimCSP sends these encryptions of intermediate values to
ACSP . If ACSP returns ⊥, then SimCSP returns ⊥. The



views of ACSP in both the real and the ideal world executions
are indistinguishable, guaranteed by the fact that MDO is
honest and the semantic security of DT-PKC.

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A. Function Comparison

Table II shows the functional comparison of the implemen-
tation of each scheme from the two aspects of performance
and security. MDU and MDO represent multiple users and data
holders; SCS stands for small client store; MK stands for mul-
tiple keywords; and IKGA and OKGA stand for internal and
external keyword guessing attacks. Reference [3] is the earliest
PEKS scheme, which supports data upload by a single user
and query by MDU. Its SC and TD must grow linearly with the
number of keywords.References [12, 13] do not support the
requirements of multiple users and multiple data holders, but
in terms of security, reference [22] proposes a secure channel-
free scheme, which satisfies internal keyword guessing attacks.
Reference [12] is based on a cryptosystem, both internal and
external keyword guessing attacks are satisfied. Reference
[13] supports multi-user search of encrypted data uploaded
by a single data holder. In the current index structure, each
document is identified by a unique ID and contains several
keywords. Its searchable ciphertext size is the same as |Wid|
related. In the search query, each keyword may appear in
the document database DB, so the search trapdoor size is
linearly related to |DB||Q|. Reference [17] satisfies most of
the enumerated requirements, but the client needs to store the
general keyword set W and undertake some computing tasks.
SE-EPOMFC delegates the task of client computing searchable
ciphertexts and trapdoors to edge nodes, achieving small client
storage.

B. Experiment Environment

This section mainly compares and analyzes the differences
between the scheme SE-EPOMFC and other schemes in client
storage, computing, and search. The solution SE-EPOMFC
uses python simulation, and the communication process uses
socket programming to establish a reliable TCP connection.
Two virtual machines were set up. KCG, CP, and MDO were
deployed on a 2.90GHz, 4-core processor, with 6G memory,
while CSP and MDU were deployed on a 2.90GHz, 2-core
processor, with 4G memory. In order to compare with SE-
EPOM, the 80 bit security level is set in the experiment and
the parameter N is selected to be 1024 bit long.

The experiment mainly selects two kinds of parameters. One
is the proportion of the task set that does not match the task
completely (the search task does not match completely means
that all the bits in the corresponding two binary strings do
not match). We use the matching degree IV, III, II, and I to
represent When the number of completely mismatched tasks
in the task set is 0, the matching degree is IV, indicating that
there are no completely mismatched tasks. When there are 1

4
tasks in the task set do not match at all, the matching degree
is III, and so on. Another parameter selects the number of
keywords, which are 5, 10, 15, and 20 respectively.

Fig. 3. search time overhead

C. search time overhead

Fig. 3 compares the time overhead of performing searches
under different matching degree conditions for the three
schemes. The PKE-FET scheme performs the search in a
single server scenario, so the search time overhead is much
smaller than the search scheme in a multi-server environment.
SE-EPOM does not use the filtering algorithm and searches
the task set directly. It can be seen that its time overhead
fluctuates around 11s, which is not affected by the change
of matching degree. While the scheme SE-EPOMFC uses the
filtering algorithm, under the condition of matching degree IV
and III, the time overhead generated by the filtering algorithm
is more When the matching degree is below II, the filtering
algorithm can significantly reduce the time overhead of SE-
EPOM.

Fig. 4. generate index time overhead

D. computation and store cost

Figures 4 and 5 compare the computational time cost
(generating indexes, trapdoors) and storage (storing a common
set of keywords) on the client side for the two schemes. Since
our scheme delegates client computing and storage tasks to
edge nodes, the cost on the client side is nearly constant. The
time and storage overhead of SE-EPOM will increase linearly
with the increase of the number of general keywords. When
the number of general keywords is 5000, the time spent is
about 8.5s, and the storage will also occupy 40,000 bits. The
time-saving filtering algorithm requires that more than half of
the tasks in the task set are not completely matched, and it is
not suitable for scenes with highly overlapping task matching
numbers.



TABLE II
FUNCTION COMPARISON

MDU MDO SCS MK OKGA IKGA Ciphertext size Trapdoor size
[3] × ✓ × × × × O(|Wid|) O(|Q|)
[19] × × × × ✓ ✓ O(|Wid|) O(|Wid|)
[20] ✓ × ✓ ✓ × ✓ O(|Wid|) O(|Wid|)
[24] ✓ ✓ × ✓ ✓ ✓ O(1) O(1)
[29] × × × ✓ × ✓ O(|Wid|) O(|Wid|)

Ours ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ O(1) O(1)

Fig. 5. verification store overhead

E. client store overhead

The filtering algorithm saves time and requires that more
than half of the tasks in the task set be not completely matched.
It is more suitable for special scenarios. For example, in a
medical system, it is necessary to achieve a high degree of
confidentiality for the privacy of patients. Doctors can only
know their physical conditions; the rest of the information
is unknown, and only a few keywords can be used to query
patients to obtain information. In the current scenario, the
patient, as the MDO, uploads encrypted information and can
search the ciphertext on the CP, and the doctor, as the MDU,
can use the edge device to sign and verify the correctness of
the search results. The higher the degree of confidentiality of
the patient’s private information, the greater the possibility that
the doctor will find a completely mismatched task, and a large
number of mismatched tasks will eventually be generated. The
VSE-EPOMFC saves doctors and patients time from having
to perform complex verification.

VII. CONCLUTION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper designs a lightweight searchable encryption
scheme with weak client-side storage on edge cloud, illustrates
its definition of ideal reality model and keyword privacy
model, and provides proofs. Compared with previous work, a
weaker client-side storage is achieved, saving the client’s com-
plex computing and storage resources. By introducing edge
nodes, the traffic load on the backbone network is reduced
with the help of edge nodes’ caching. A filtering algorithm
is designed to reduce the communication overhead caused
by distributed search. Experiments show that SE-EPOMFC
is suitable for situations where there are many incomplete
matching tasks in the task list. By comparing the differences

of several schemes in offline keyword guessing attack, multi-
keyword, multi-user, multi-data holder, etc., it shows that SE-
EPOMFC has the advantages of overall functionality, security,
computational storage cost, etc. certain advantages. Future
work considers adding the function of dynamic update on the
basis of the current scheme, and further researches the problem
of keyword leakage in dynamic update.
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